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entrepreneurial visions come from by emphasizing 
politics of expectations within groups and calling to 
consider group conditions as a relevant context for 
entrepreneurial visions.

Plain English Summary Entrepreneurs make 
futures! To do so, they have to be confident in their 
role within an entrepreneurial group or they will be 
caught up in thinking about how the group should 
work together rather than drafting a future for the 
business. This is a key finding of the study put for-
ward by Stamm and Gutzeit on the practice of imag-
ining the future. Family members, friends, or former 
colleagues who jointly engage in an entrepreneurial 
venture form such a group, with its own history, 
structure, and culture. The authors’ qualitative study, 
based on group interviews, reveals that these group 
conditions influence the content of entrepreneurial 
visions. For entrepreneurship research, this study 
implies that an entrepreneurial vision is a product of 
group political processes rather than individual men-
tal images. This study further implies that entrepre-
neurial groups and their advisors should reflect on 
group conditions before engaging in the drafting of an 
entrepreneurial vision.

Keywords Entrepreneurship · Economic sociology · 
Future · Groups · Roles · Collective agency

JEL Classifications D8  · L26 

Abstract An essential part of entrepreneurial 
activity is the drafting and narrating of an entrepre-
neurial vision. This study is premised on the obser-
vation that entrepreneurial groups form an interac-
tion arena for the practice of imagining the future 
and asks how the content of entrepreneurial visions 
is shaped by the conditions of the group. Taking an 
entrepreneurship-as-practice lens, which we enrich 
with sociological theory on the future (Beckert) and 
small groups (Fine), we engage in an in-depth case 
study of 12 entrepreneurial groups. We show how 
the content of entrepreneurial visions is configured 
by four elements (i.e., fictional expectation for the 
business or the group; future orientation that is con-
tinuing or divergent) and name two group conditions 
(i.e., role confidence and hierarchical congruence) 
that direct their configuration. We propose that lack-
ing role confidence can impede thinking about the 
future of a business and that narrative hierarchies that 
challenge structural hierarchies can open a window 
for divergent future orientation. This study contrib-
utes to a novel theoretical understanding of where 
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1 Introduction

Entrepreneurial visions have been shown to provide 
entrepreneurial action with direction and to con-
tribute to entrepreneurial success. Entrepreneurs 
act under the condition of uncertainty (Alvarez & 
Barney, 2007; McKelvie et  al., 2011; McMullen & 
Shepherd, 2006; Packard et  al., 2017; Wood et  al., 
2021). In this situation, they formulate an individual 
entrepreneurial vision for their ventures, which Fil-
ion has defined as “an image projected into the future 
of the market space to be occupied by the products 
and the type of organization needed to achieve this” 
(Filion, 1991, pp.  109–110). Gartner has referred to 
these entrepreneurial visions as “elaborate fictions 
of a proposed possible future state” (Gartner et  al., 
1992, p.  17), which reduce uncertainty and make it 
possible to “act as if’ these fictions were real.” An 
entrepreneurial vision helps to identify opportunity 
(Filion, 2004; Kammerlander et al., 2016) and impact 
organizational performance (Jaskiewicz et  al., 2015; 
Kantabutra, 2009), as well as continuity and growth 
(Baum et  al., 1998; O’Connell et  al., 2011; Ruvio 
et al., 2010; Barbera et. al, 2018).

Recently, researchers have raised the question of 
where such entrepreneurial visions actually come 
from (Gartner, 2016; Preller et al., 2020; Wood et al., 
2021). This puzzle pertains to both the content of the 
image of the future as well as the process of imagin-
ing the future. Commonly, an entrepreneurial vision 
is argued to be personal (Preller et al., 2020) or inter-
nal (Wood et al., 2021), and hence, the content of the 
image of the future needs to be treated as the property 
of individuals (e.g., Brush, 2008; Miller & Le Bre-
ton-Miller, 2017; O’Connell et  al., 2011). From this 
perspective, imagining the future appears as a cog-
nitive process during which individuals draft inter-
nal narratives based on the individual’s knowledge 
frame (Haynie et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2021). This 
approach strongly ties an entrepreneurial vision to the 
entrepreneurial individual.

Such a personal view of entrepreneurial visions, 
however, only provides a partial understanding of 
where these visions come from. When engaging 
in venturing activity, entrepreneurs are prompted 
at some stage to share their entrepreneurial vision 
with others (e.g., Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Garud et al., 
2014; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). Wood et al. (2021) 

consider this to be “externalization”—through the 
verbalization of what were previously internal nar-
ratives that entrepreneurs crafted for themselves; the 
image of the future for the venture now enters social 
interaction.

Preller et al. (2020) point out that entrepreneurial 
teams are an important interaction arena in which 
a personal entrepreneurial vision is shared. They 
thus follow a growing stream of research within the 
field of entrepreneurship (Klotz et  al., 2014), which 
points towards teams as important social units col-
lectively acting entrepreneurially and shaping the 
venture (Ruef, 2010). More specifically, Preller et al. 
(2020) critique previous research for assuming that 
there is only one image of the future, which is defined 
by the lead entrepreneur (e.g., Ashford et  al., 2018) 
or resembles agreement within the founding team 
(Knockaert et  al., 2011). Instead, they argue, in line 
with Ensley et al. (2003), that an individual’s image 
of the venture’s future enters a team-level interaction 
arena and needs to be aligned at least to some extent 
with others. Each individual can hold a different 
entrepreneurial vision and the overlapping content of 
these future images sets the venture on different tra-
jectories for opportunity development (Preller et  al., 
2020). Wood et al. (2021) agree that there can be sig-
nificant agonizing over these entrepreneurial visions.

These insights indicate that the content of entre-
preneurial visions is not static (Filion, 2004), but con-
tinues to form and morph during social interaction. 
Narrative approaches to entrepreneurship even argue 
that an entrepreneurial vision is socially constructed 
during such social interaction (e.g., Aldrich & Fiol, 
1994; Garud et al., 2014; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). 
These social interactions, however, are not limited to 
those holding a formal position in the newly emer-
gent organization as the concept of entrepreneurial 
teams implies (Harper, 2008). Rather, the small 
number of individuals emotionally, socially, or finan-
cially engaged in the venturing activities (independ-
ent of their formal position) may weigh in and be an 
important source for the shaping of an entrepreneurial 
vision. Needed is thus a more inclusive small-group 
perspective on imagining future, and in the follow-
ing, we utilize the term entrepreneurial group (Ruef, 
2010) to make this point. In entrepreneurial groups, 
as a specific and relevant interaction arena, images of 
the venture’s future are filtered and negotiated, and 
the conditions of the group may constrain innovative 
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potential and visions for the venture. Yet to date, we 
do not have a theory that adequately describes the 
link between entrepreneurial groups and the content 
of entrepreneurial visions in general, and the effect 
of group conditions on images of the future in par-
ticular. Such a theory, however, is essential in order 
to develop a holistic understanding of where entrepre-
neurial visions come from.

We devote our study to developing grounded the-
ory on entrepreneurial groups as interaction arenas 
for imagining the future. To do so, we connect to an 
“entrepreneurship as practice” perspective (Gartner 
et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2020) and frame imag-
ining the future as an entrepreneurial practice, which 
is independent of the stage and context of the ven-
ture. We then turn to Beckert’s sociological theory of 
“imagined futures” (Beckert, 2013, 2016, 2021) and 
to Fines’ sociological theory of “group action and 
culture” (Fine, 2012) to emphasize how the practice 
of imagining the future within small groups is politi-
cal in the sense of a discursive negotiation and com-
petition that shapes the content of entrepreneurial 
visions. As an exemplary context, we turn to ventures 
in German crafts, where entrepreneurial groups are 
under pressure to draft entrepreneurial visions in the 
light of massive sectoral changes, including a skilled 
worker shortage, increased competition, digitaliza-
tion, and a looming succession wave. We probe how 
entrepreneurial groups generate and modify their 
images of the future. We utilize a methodological 
approach that fulfills the demands of a practice per-
spective by capturing interactions and group practices 
in  situ (Johannisson, 2011); we conducted a com-
parative study of 12 cases, featuring group interviews 
complemented by additional expert interviews and 
document research. We analyzed the data material 
using a Gioia-inspired approach to grounded theory 
(Gioia et  al., 2012), and integrated documentary 
method (Bohnsack, 2010) and visualizing techniques, 
which allowed us to analyze the content of the entre-
preneurial visions, the discursive and group dynam-
ics, and their interlinking.

Contributing to entrepreneurship as a science of 
imagining (Gartner, 2007), we present a model that 
shows how the content of the entrepreneurial vision 
and its imagined potential for change is moderated 
at large by two group conditions. We find that entre-
preneurial visions encompass not only images for 

the future of the business, but also for the group. 
We firstly propose that the group condition of role 
confidence affects the ability to focus on the future 
of the business rather than being preoccupied with 
the future of the group. We secondly propose that 
the group condition of incongruence between struc-
tural and narrative hierarchy opens a window to 
formulate change-oriented entrepreneurial visions. 
In other words, we unveil essential group condi-
tions that need to be met in order for entrepreneurial 
groups to draft an entrepreneurial vision and for this 
future to diverge from established paths. By provid-
ing a more complex approach to both imagining the 
future and entrepreneurial groups, this study makes 
leeway in understanding where entrepreneurial 
visions come from. Knowledge of how an entre-
preneurial vision is shaped sheds light on mediat-
ing factors of entrepreneurial activity and ultimately 
contributes to learning about diverging entrepre-
neurial pathways in terms of innovativeness, perfor-
mance, and growth.

2  Theoretical framework

2.1  Imagining the future as practice

Entrepreneurship scholars increasingly turn to the 
emerging “entrepreneurship as practice” perspective 
(EaP) as a way to approach the collective action of 
venturing. This perspective neither reduces proper-
ties of practices to individual behaviors, cognitions, 
or motivations, nor overemphasizes the structuring 
power of contextual factors.

EaP calls for scholars to approach venturing from 
entrepreneurial practices, defined as bundles of activ-
ities targeted towards “getting things done” (Gartner 
et  al., 2016; Johannisson, 2011). Previous studies 
have examined a variety of entrepreneurial practices, 
including entrepreneurial marketing (Gross et  al., 
2014), new venture legitimation (Clercq & Voronov, 
2009), networking (Johannisson, 2011), or pitching 
(Chalmers & Shaw, 2017). In venturing, multiple 
practices interconnect to form a continuous unfolding 
and genuinely collective process (Johannisson, 2011; 
Steyaert, 2007).

Following the EaP perspective, we frame imagin-
ing the future as an important venturing practice that 
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consists of drafting and narrating an entrepreneurial 
vision, i.e., images of the venture’s future. As such, 
this practice binds entrepreneurial activities that have 
been elaborated upon in previous research, such as 
entrepreneurial imagination (Keating & McLough-
lin, 2010; Kier & McMullen, 2018; Miller & Le 
Breton-Miller, 2017) and entrepreneurial storytelling 
(Downing, 2005; Johansson, 2004). The in-practice 
constructed and reconstructed entrepreneurial vision 
guides entrepreneurial activity and motivates oth-
ers to engage with the venture (Gartner et al., 1992; 
Garud et al., 2014). It is important to note that entre-
preneurs as agents arise in the process of venturing, 
and that their bodily and mental activities are ele-
ments of these collective entrepreneurial practices 
and not qualities of entrepreneurs themselves (Stey-
aert, 2007).

Further, imagining the future is not a singular act 
reserved for the early stages of a venture, but rather 
an ongoing and essential element of venturing (Bird, 
1988; Filion, 2004). Additionally, imagining the 
future is not just tied to entrepreneurs with innova-
tion and high-growth aspirations, but is an essential 
element for all everyday entrepreneurial ventures—in 
the same way, Welter et  al. (2016) refer to the het-
erogeneity of entrepreneurship. New technologies, 
changing lifestyles, new competitors, or economic 
crises, among other things, may increase uncertainty 
for entrepreneurs and may make the development of 
once anticipated ventures ambiguous. In such situa-
tions, the (re)drafting of an entrepreneurial vision 
reduces uncertainty (Garud et  al., 2014) and moti-
vates entrepreneurial activity by offering plausible 
explanations for current and future developments 
(Gartner et al., 1992).

Framing entrepreneurial visions as narratives 
of images of the future constructed in the practice 
of imagining the future expands a personal view of 
entrepreneurial visions (e.g., Preller et  al., 2020; 
Wood et  al., 2021). It situates the personal mental 
images within the discursive negotiation of entrepre-
neurial visions, emphasizes the dynamic character of 
the content of entrepreneurial visions, and thus cre-
ates a conceptual touchstone to study where entrepre-
neurial visions come from.

2.2  The content of entrepreneurial visions

From an EaP perspective, the content of an entre-
preneurial vision is socially constructed in the prac-
tice of imagining the future. This content is thus not 
simply a product of an individual’s mind or even a 
group discussion; rather, EaP scholars demand that 
we include the broader contextual world to under-
stand how an entrepreneurial vision forms in this 
practice (Gartner et al., 2016; Gross et al., 2014). In 
this regard, Beckert’s sociological theory of imagined 
futures (Beckert, 2016, 2017a, 2017b, 2013) is par-
ticularly informative.

Beckert starts from the assumption that all eco-
nomic actions occur under the prerequisite of funda-
mental uncertainty (Beckert, 2016), as does research 
on entrepreneurial action (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; 
McKelvie et al., 2011). A range of “possible futures” 
exists (Uprichard, 2011), and it cannot be calculated 
or predicted which of these futures will actually mate-
rialize (Beckert, 2013). He suggests that fictional 
expectations, i.e., “image actors form as they con-
sider future states of the world, the way they visual-
ize causal relations, and the ways they perceive their 
actions influencing outcomes” (Beckert, 2016, p. 9), 
reduce uncertainty and enable rational actions. Previ-
ous definitions of entrepreneurial visions (e.g., Fil-
ion, 2004; Gartner et  al., 1992) thus resonate well 
with this concept of fictional expectations. Beckert 
pronounces that fictional does not refer to fantasies, 
but rather “to assessments of future developments 
that are deemed credible, even though their accu-
racy cannot be known because they relate to an un-
foreknowable future” (Beckert, 2021). Entrepreneurs 
play an important role in drafting and narrating fic-
tional expectations within the market. Entrepreneurs 
use fictional expectations as interpretative frames and 
act “as if” the world and the market would develop 
as they assume (Gartner et al., 1992). Beckert further 
supports the idea that the making of the future is not 
reserved for new ventures, but is a regular response to 
uncertainty (Beckert, 2021).

In line with a practice theoretical approach, Beck-
ert (2013) argues that the practice of imagining the 
future for a venture is socially embedded, and hence, 
entrepreneurial visions cannot be understood in iso-
lation from their context. We can learn from his 
theory that in their entrepreneurial visions, entre-
preneurial actors refer to and assess dominant future 
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discourses, narratives, and stories at the level of the 
market, field, and society (Beckert, 2016). Fictional 
expectations thus arise within and respond to a set-
ting of shared norms and expectations towards entre-
preneurial behavior (DiMaggio et  al. 1991; DiMag-
gio, 2018). The drafting and narrating of fictional 
expectations motivate coordinated actions that have 
real consequences for the venture, market, field, and 
society (Beckert, 2016). In this perspective, entrepre-
neurial visions may thus be mental images of future 
states, but instead of being personal, they are socially 
constructed.

At the same time, fictional expectations are not 
determined by their context; rather, actors need to 
engage in storytelling within what Beckert calls “the 
politics of expectations” (Beckert, 2013) in order 
to convince potential customers, employees, inves-
tors, suppliers, and other stakeholders of new ideas 
and future possibilities. While the concept of “exter-
nalization” (Wood & McKinley, 2010; Wood et  al., 
2021) emphasizes a sharing of personal entrepre-
neurial visions with others, the concept of “politics of 
expectations” emphasizes that entrepreneurial actors 
position themselves towards expected or voiced 
expectations by their stakeholders. In this sense, the 
dissemination of entrepreneurial visions is political, 
as actors and stakeholders compete to influence and 
convince each other, and try to dominate any dis-
course on imagined futures in such a way that their 
own expectations prevail (Beckert, 2016). The shared 
belief that the future will develop in a certain direc-
tion and that other (market) actors will behave in a 
predictable way coordinates the actions and decisions 
of several actors (Beckert, 2016).

Framing the imagining of the future as a politi-
cal process enriches an understanding of the discur-
sive negotiation of entrepreneurial visions within 
entrepreneurial groups. Entrepreneurial visions are 
not only dynamic, but the content of these visions is 
essentially interlinked with the arenas in which entre-
preneurial actors are positioned towards one another 
and compete with their fictional expectations.

2.3  The entrepreneurial group as a conditioning 
interaction arena

Following Preller et al. (2020), and the growing num-
ber of contributions on collective engagement in 
entrepreneurship (Klotz et  al., 2014), we argue that 

entrepreneurial groups play a vital role in the imag-
ining of a future for the venture: the entrepreneurial 
group serves as an interaction arena, in which group 
members share and negotiate their observations, 
assessments, and future ideas—and in this prac-
tice constitutes itself as a collective actor. On these 
grounds, we can reasonably assume that the entrepre-
neurial group and its specific features (such as size, 
role distribution) conditions the politics of expecta-
tion with regard to a venture’s future. The specifics of 
small groups, however, remain undertheorized in the 
entrepreneurship discourse. We thus enrich our theo-
retical framework with insights from Fine’s (2012) 
practice-based theory of group action and culture.

Before we do so, however, some clarification 
around the term entrepreneurial group is needed. 
The growing research around entrepreneurial teams, 
new venture teams, founding teams, and entrepre-
neurial groups has demystified the lone entrepreneur 
and instead suggested that in the practice of entre-
preneuring a small number of people provide finan-
cial, labor, or emotional support to drive the venture 
(Ben-Hafaïedh, 2017; Kamm et al., 1990; Klotz et al., 
2014). While this stream of research has yielded 
important insights on the dynamics of entrepreneur-
ing, conceptual clarity about the social order aris-
ing from this activity is lacking (Klotz et  al., 2014; 
Stamm, 2021). Researchers largely agree that the 
emerging business, as an organization, is distinct 
from the entrepreneurial team or group, yet there 
are only a few conceptualizations of this social unit 
(see, for example, Cooney, 2005; Harper, 2008; Ruef, 
2010).

Although the term “entrepreneurial team” is much 
more common in the discourse, and is often used 
interchangeably with entrepreneurial groups, we call 
attention to the conceptual differences of a “team” 
and a “small group” and view the latter as bringing 
an essential conceptual advantage for our study: The 
concept of “team” mostly describes the social rela-
tionship between individuals and team boundaries by 
borrowing from their organizational position (Fine, 
2012; Kühl, 2021). Top management teams, founding 
teams, or new venture teams all presuppose the team 
to act within an organizational frame and to share 
organizational outcomes. Definitions of entrepreneur-
ial teams call for team members to be owners or to be 
involved in the strategic decision making in a (newly 
emerging) business and thus hold a formal role within 
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an organization (Klotz et al., 2014; Schjoedt & Kraus, 
2009). Commitment to an entrepreneurial venture and 
participation in the practice of drafting an imagined 
future, however, is not limited to those holding a for-
mal role within an organization. A focus on entrepre-
neurial teams as a unit of analysis may thus exclude 
important voices in the practice of imagining the 
future.

In contrast, a practice-based concept of “small 
groups” describes social relationships between indi-
viduals, based on their joint involvement in a prac-
tice (Fine, 2012). Small groups “recognize that they 
constitute a meaningful social unit, interact on that 
basis, and are committed to that social unit” (Fine, 
2012, p. 21). Hence, entrepreneurial teams and entre-
preneurial groups can be identical, when all mem-
bers involved in the practice of imagining the future 
hold formal roles, but are most likely not identical, 
given that additional members emotionally or socially 
invested in the venture may weigh in during the group 
level politics of expectations—entrepreneurial groups 
is thus a broader term than entrepreneurial teams 
(Schjoedt & Kraus, 2009).

We can learn from Fine’s theory of group action 
and culture (2012) that entrepreneurial groups con-
struct a shared history and future through continu-
ous reference to their past and prospective venturing 
activities; they nurture an idioculture, i.e., a system of 
knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors; and they use their 
future expectations as orientation for further ventur-
ing activities. As interaction arenas, entrepreneurial 
groups provide spaces for the collective development, 
appropriation, and interpretation of meanings and 
objects (Fine, 2012, p. 26). Similar to Beckert, Fine 
argues that these sets of meanings that group mem-
bers refer to in their entrepreneurial visions do not 
need to be constructed anew, but are rather borrowed 
and pooled from pre-existing sets of meanings and 
narratives of previous entrepreneurial experiences, 
other group affiliations, or national culture. None-
theless, these sets of meanings are group-specific, 
as the group continuously negotiates meaning, roles 
(i.e., institutionalized behavior expectations), and the 
belief in a shared future.

The small group functions as an interaction arena, 
in which continuous politics of expectations occur 
and are conditioned by the group. In these processes, 
the group’s idioculture takes shape and power rela-
tions unfold. The (formal) relationships can feature 

continuous, direct, usually permanent interactions 
between principally equal partners (symmetry), or the 
one-sided right to set instructions and assumptions of 
responsibility (asymmetry) (Stegbauer, 2011, p.  95; 
Fine, 2012, 21; 25). This structural hierarchy of group 
members’ role in the organization informs but must 
not map onto the group’s informality and behavior 
within the group. The group’s culture and hierarchy 
(including behavior expectations) can always be chal-
lenged, interpreted, or reinvented (Fine, 2012).

For these reasons, we argue that the shared past, 
i.e., the group’s culture and structural hierarchy, 
shape how entrepreneurial groups reinforce, draft, 
and narrate entrepreneurial visions. The entrepreneur-
ial group is not only an important social context for 
the practice of imagining the future, but is itself a col-
lective actor—the “carrier” of the practice of imag-
ining the future (Gartner et  al., 2016, p.  814)—that 
filters and adopts expectations from its context. Thus, 
the practice of imagining the future links the agency 
of the group with its own structures and conditions. 
Building on this theoretical framework, we strive to 
conceptualize the ways in which group conditions 
influence the content of entrepreneurial visions.

3  Method

3.1  Sample

In order to study the practice of imagining the future, 
we turn to German crafts. This important sector of 
the German economy is influenced by craft conven-
tions and institutions (Diaz-Bone, 2018). Over the 
decade before the coronavirus pandemic, German 
crafts experienced positive economic development, 
although the sector also faced a number of meg-
atrends such as demographic change, changing con-
sumption patterns, European integration, and tech-
nological developments (Dürig, 2012). Facing these 
trends, ventures act under a high degree of ambiguity 
and uncertainty. Hence, we sample entrepreneurial 
groups that must position themselves towards these 
trends and draft entrepreneurial visions for their ven-
tures under the pressure of normative, technological, 
and market changes, as well as established group rou-
tines and structures.

Overall, 12 craft entrepreneurial groups served 
as our research sites (Table  A1). Most of them are 
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entrepreneurial families. As a starting point for our 
sample, we selected three important trades with one 
representative profession each: for construction, the 
plumbing, and heating installation profession; for 
food, the bakery profession; and for health, dental 
crafts. Within each profession, we recruited groups 
attached to businesses that had been in operation 
for at least 5  years. Following a theoretical sam-
pling approach, we selected new cases on the basis 
of inductively derived interesting characteristics that 
appeared relevant, ceteris paribus, in influencing the 
drafting of entrepreneurial visions in groups (Gla-
ser & Strauss, 2012). We recruited cases that varied 
in their group composition in terms of group size 
(dyads, triads, larger), business size (small, medium, 
large), region (east/west), and succession status (suc-
cession y/n).

3.2  Data collection

Imagining the future in entrepreneurial groups can 
occur at any time and place, as our study participants 
confirmed, e.g., during private breakfasts, dog walks, 
and holidays. Hence, this practice is unavailable for 
instantaneous observations. We thus decided for a 
case study approach centered on group interviews 
(Bohnsack, 2010; Wimbauer & Motakef, 2017), 
where groups were stimulated to openly talk about 
their future expectations.

During group interviews, group members narrate 
with minimal interviewer instructions. The interviews 
create a platform where group members can draft 
their entrepreneurial visions while drawing from their 
underlying relevancy structures, knowledge horizons, 
and group dynamics. This helped us gain insight into 
verbal content and discursive organizations that dis-
played ongoing informal power dynamics and rou-
tines of negotiation (Bohnsack, 2010; Przyborski, 
2004). In the first part of the group interview, we 
asked participants to talk about the history of their 
venture; in the second part, we stimulated conversa-
tions about the future as if it had already happened, 
using Weick’s “future perfect thinking” exercise 
(Gioia et al., 2002; Pitsis et al., 2003; Weick, 1995). 
Both stimuli worked well and generated rich narra-
tions of the history and future of the venture.

Overall, this study draws on a rich data set com-
posed of 12 cases conducted by the second author 
of this article from 2017 to 2019 in three rounds of 

sampling. For each case, data collection started with 
an initial phone interview with one group member to 
learn about the group composition and the venture(s). 
This was followed by a face-to-face group interview 
with all/most members. The author conducted a total 
of 19 h of interviews with 27 participants. The inter-
views were transcribed verbatim with an indication of 
narrative overlaps. In addition, the author collected 
supplementary documents to reconstruct historical 
data, including registry entries, company websites, 
and news articles. For reasons of fact-checking or 
to resolve open questions, she conducted follow-up 
interviews when needed.

3.3  Data analysis

Our data analysis followed an iterative, multiple-step 
approach integrating in-depth inductive case research, 
documentary method, and visualization techniques.

We started out by reconstructing each venture’s 
history, drawing from initial interviews, the group 
interview, and supplementary materials. This gave 
us a better understanding of the venture’s present, 
and of key conditions of the entrepreneurial groups, 
including each member’s current formal and informal 
roles in the venture. We then moved to a case-by-case 
application of the documentary method, which is par-
ticularly suitable to analyze group interviews (Bohn-
sack et al., 2010; Przyborski, 2004). The method sug-
gests proceeding in three main steps (for a detailed 
account of this method, see Bohnsack, 2010): First, 
we selected the group’s response to the future per-
fect thinking exercise as the most relevant interview 
passages from the group interview. Second, we con-
ducted a formulating interpretation for each passage 
by paraphrasing what group members had said. Here, 
we carved out the topical structure by differentiating 
topics and subtopics. Third, we analyzed the formal 
organization of the passage and reconstructed typi-
cal patterns of how group members referred to each 
other.

Building on these in-depth case insights, we 
moved to comparative case work on the content 
of entrepreneurial visions, using a grounded the-
ory largely following the recommendations by 
Gioia (Gioia et  al., 2012). As a base for our cod-
ing, we focused on the future passages and results 
from documentary method analysis (topical struc-
tures, narrative patterns) but consulted all the 
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available material. In our first order categorization, 
we grouped topics into larger categories. In order to 
arrive at our second order categories, we searched 
for the underlying meaning and for the context and 
level of activity. The emerging category system 
unveiled two sets of fictional expectations on the 
development of the business and the group, which 
each consist of macrolevel narratives and actions 
plans. We further coded for two sets of future ori-
entations engraved in these action plans. These con-
tent elements make up the specific configuration of 
the entrepreneurial visions for each case. We used 
multiple visualization tools available in MaxQDA 
to analyze the dominance of certain content ele-
ments. For example, we produced color-coded plots 
for each group’s response to future perfect thinking 
(Fig. A1), which enabled us to analyze the domi-
nance of business or group fictional expectations in 
various dimensions (volume, priority, urgency). 

In an iterative process, we related the uncovered 
content elements and their dominance to group con-
ditions (structure, culture, and discourse organiza-
tion). We compared color plots, drew diagrams, 
or used tables to sort the logic between emerging 
relationships (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). During 
this process, we continually returned to the specific 
conditions of entrepreneurial groups. We coded 
for what we called the role confidence of groups, 
and through visualizing the discourse organiza-
tion (see Table  A2  for an example), we were able 
to extract discourse positions for each group mem-
ber and derive narrative hierarchies for each case. 
Ultimately, we detected a strong correspondence 
between, on the one hand, role confidence and the 
sets of fictional expectations, and, on the other, 
between the congruence of structural and narrative 
hierarchies and future orientation. We checked the 
robustness of these relationships by systematically 
comparing them with other potential explanatory 
factors such as industry, group size, group heteroge-
neity, or succession status. Our multiple case design 
allowed us to compare and recognize relationships 
and underlying logical arguments within and across 
cases (Strike & Rerup, 2016). This procedure pro-
vided varied empirical evidence and resulted in a 
more parsimonious, robust, and generalizable theo-
retical argument, as well as the formulation of two 
propositions.

4  Findings

4.1  Content elements of entrepreneurial visions

In this section, we present our findings on the content 
elements of entrepreneurial visions, before relating 
these contents to group conditions in the following 
sections. The content of entrepreneurial visions that 
craft entrepreneurs narrated follows a typical struc-
ture and can be categorized in two sets of fictional 
expectations with two forms of future orientations, 
which in their combination make up the specific con-
figuration of the entrepreneurial visions for each case.

Entrepreneurial visions for craft ventures are com-
posed of two sets of fictional expectations that pertain 
either to the future development of the business or 
the entrepreneurial group. We find that each of these 
sets is composed of references to public discourses on 
megatrends in the craft sector: respectively, cultural 
norms of work and working together, which we refer 
to as macrolevel narratives. These macro-level narra-
tives are used to derive and legitimize action plans to 
achieve an envisioned future state, enabling the “act-
ing as if” on a business or group level (see Fig. A2).

4.1.1  Fictional expectations for business 
development

This content set refers to all narrations about the 
future that refer to exploiting and discovering busi-
ness opportunities (see Table  A3a). Typically, mac-
rolevel narratives are connected to imagined ways for 
maintaining or growing the business. For example, 
when the group Crown talks about the future role of 
one of their biggest competitors, they discuss: “[h:] 
They are going to die. [w:] well, we don’t know that 
for sure. [h:] Just look at the numbers! … Five years 
ago, one dentist had 2000 patients, now it’s only 
800 patients. His waiting room is almost empty! It’s 
only a matter of time …. And that is going to be a 
big advantage for us!” Here, the group refers to the 
market decline of dental practices as a macrolevel 
narrative. Other macro-level narratives include trade, 
economic, or societal change. These narratives are 
suggested by experts, talked about in business net-
works, or extrapolated from client behavior and busi-
ness conventions. Such narratives are often under-
pinned with statistics and calculative prognoses, as in 
the above example. They are used to derive actions 
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that need to be taken for the business, such as wait-
ing in the above case, or hiring employees or updating 
facilities in other cases, or identifying constraints to 
their entrepreneurial actions (see Table A3a).

4.1.2  Fictional expectations for group development

The second content set pertains to all narrations about 
the way the group will work together in the future 
(see Table  A3b). Typically, institutionalized nar-
ratives about life courses and work norms are con-
nected to imagined group compositions and interac-
tions. These expectations for group development are 
regularly based on the group’s history, culture, and 
environment. For example, the group Fruit Bread 
plans to provide the newly entered group member 
and sons of the bakery’s founder with the opportu-
nity to “develop personal productivity and to […]
redesign and implement own ideas.” [xy] The group 
counters the common narrative of “the old man not 
giving up the reins” [xy], based on their family’s 
experience of three generations of successful transfer. 
Instead, they engage in a narrative of early empower-
ment when drafting the fictional expectation for the 
group’s development. Other fictional expectations for 
group development refer to macro-level narratives 
about work-life balance or the idea of a second act 
for retired individuals, and they derive action plans 
in terms of reducing workloads or planning a group 
member’s exit (see Table A3b).

Within the set of fictional expectations for business 
development, there are, however, differences in how 
the future is presented in terms of the group’s disposi-
tion to adapt to change with their action plans, which 
we refer to as future orientation. We distinguish 
between a continuing and a divergent future orienta-
tion (see also Table A4).

4.1.3  Continuing future orientation

These narratives highlight how ventures are suscep-
tible to market, sectoral, or society level changes 
paired with waiting and observing position, sign-
aling a desire for continuity and stability. For 
example, when addressing new 3D printing tech-
nologies in dental crafts, the group Tooth empha-
sizes that they will adapt these new technologies 
the same way as they have done in the past: “We 
don’t necessarily need more technicians to make 

things, but we need more technology to expand our 
sales, which has always worked out well so far.” Or 
when the group Pipe Cutter talks about potentially 
increasing their number of orders, they prefer sta-
bility over expansion: “We are in a good position 
at the moment, that we can more or less choose the 
orders, that we really don’t have to fight for every 
order, but can do the orders we do conscientiously 
and calmly.” Future expectations are expressed in a 
hesitant way and/or often refer to the past and the 
present in order to emphasize the ability to weather 
change. They envision remaining on the path trave-
led and reproducing past behaviors.

4.1.4  Divergent future orientations

These narratives feature a reported future awareness, 
including continuous screening of market, sector, or 
societal level changes, paired with a strong confi-
dence of being able to creatively deal with upcom-
ing problems. Expectations are expressed in a clear, 
planned, and convincing way. For example, the 
group Ginger Bread describes the need to empha-
size craftsmanship over mass production: “We still 
have a long way to go, because my grandfather built 
a large bakery where the goal was to produce as 
many rye breads and light rolls as possible and that 
in the meantime, first of all, that’s not what I want 
to do, and secondly, the competition (laughs) is far 
too great.” Adapting to change and striving for new-
ness is central to this content element. Especially 
when talking about the venture, the group refers to 
themselves as entrepreneurial, including the need to 
keep going, to never stop learning, and to embrace 
new ways of doing business.

Although in each case these sets of fictional 
expectations and future orientations are co-present 
and strongly intertwined, they are distributed une-
venly within and across cases. Questions that arise 
are: Why do fictional expectations for the business 
become dominant in some cases, while in others 
they are suppressed? Why are some fictional expec-
tations discussed with a divergent future orienta-
tion, while others remain in a continuing mode? 
In the following, we propose that group conditions 
play an important part in explaining the patterned 
ways in which entrepreneurial visions are drafted 
and narrated.
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4.2  Group condition 1: Role confidence and sets of 
fictional expectations

When talking about the future, in entrepreneurial 
groups, the set of fictional expectations towards either 
the business or the group dominates. We propose that 
role confidence is a strong and plausible explanatory 
factor for the dominance of one set over another. We 
use the term role confidence to describe the level of 
perceived certainty and clarity about the expectations 
towards each member’s behavior within the group’s 
future. If role confidence is high, entrepreneurial 
groups engage in drafting and narrating expectations 
for business development. If role confidence is low, 
entrepreneurial groups are preoccupied with draft-
ing and narrating expectations for the group’s devel-
opment. This relationship turns role confidence into 
an important condition for a group to be capable of 
drafting entrepreneurial visions for their business.

For each group, we summarized the role expec-
tations that members had towards one another 
(Table A5). In contrast to fictional expectations that 
pertain to anticipated behavior and action plans in an 
entrepreneurial vision, role expectations pertain to 
routine behavior within the established group. We find 
that for some groups, there is a clear division of tasks 
and responsibilities, a high agreement of behavioral 
expectations, and/or an awareness of respective posi-
tions in the business. Hence, group members can act 
confidently upon their own and mutual role expecta-
tions. For other groups, however, we observe that role 
expectations are ambiguous, at least for some group 
members, which creates a situation of uncertainty 
in working together. Our case studies suggest that in 
particular, (sudden) group member turnover or antici-
pated repositioning of group members open windows 
of lower role confidence within the group. In addi-
tion, groups vary in their capacity to gain (or regain) 
role competence. For example, in the groups Ginger 
Bread and Crown, a successor has entered the group 
within the last years, but their level of role confidence 
is very different. The group Ginger Bread has high 
role confidence; the successor, for instance, expresses 
that “Already from the beginning it was clear that 
he [the father] won’t be doing this forever […].” In 
contrast, the group Crown is still unsure about each 
group member’s role expectations, as the following 
quote of the incumbent illustrates: “We’ll have to wait 
and see for the next few years, she (successor) has to 

prove herself first, whether she enjoys it at all.” This 
group thus has low role confidence.

The level of role confidence corresponds with the 
set of fictional expectations that dominates the entre-
preneurial vision of the entrepreneurial group, as 
shown in Table 1. The dominance of one set of fic-
tional expectations over another repeats itself in sev-
eral ways: the sheer volume of talking about topics in 
one set in comparison to the other set (Bread, Pon-
tic, Inlay, Plumbing), the starting points that inter-
view participants selected in their answers underline 
the priority given to a set (Crown, Pipe Cutter), and 
the urgency to clarify topics within the set of future 
expectations (Pretzel). The strong dominance of the 
group’s future in some cases is particularly notewor-
thy, as all entrepreneurial groups operate under high 
economic uncertainty; hence, drafting a future for the 
business could be expected. Nonetheless, in a number 

Table 1  Role confidence and dominant set of fictional expec-
tations

Case Dominant Set 
of Fictional 
Expectations

Dimensions of Dominance

Volume Priority Urgency

High role confidence
Bread f.e. for the busi-

ness
High High High

Pretzel f.e. for the busi-
ness

Medium High Medium

Fruit bread f.e. for the busi-
ness

High High High

Ginger bread* f.e. for the busi-
ness

Medium High

Tooth f.e. for the busi-
ness

High High Low

Pontic f.e. for the busi-
ness

High High High

Dental* f.e. for the busi-
ness

Medium High Medium

Pipe cutter f.e. for the busi-
ness

High High Low

Low role confidence
Pancake f.e. for the 

group
High High High

Crown* f.e. for the 
group

Medium High High

Plumbing f.e. for the 
group

High High High

Oil* f.e. for the 
group

Low High High
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of cases, issues of working together were so urgent 
that they dominated the group’s entrepreneurial 
vision.

In groups where future expectations towards busi-
ness development dominate the entrepreneurial 
vision, the distribution of positions and roles within 
the group are taken for granted and settled (“for sure,” 
“definitely,” “We talked about it already, it’s set”). 
Groups with role confidence present a future of con-
tinuous working together in reliable and trustworthy 
relationships and clear role sets. In terms of antici-
pated member changes, they have a general idea for a 
future successor or what their collective exit (e.g., as a 
couple) should look like. They express a strong social 
identity as a group (“we”) and a profound belief in 
their common future. Role confidence, however, does 
not need to be confused with harmony. Rather, the 
negative features of their working together and role 
discontent are accepted (for the moment); tension and 
conflict within these groups remain implicit or are 
voiced as continuous (subtle and joking) complaints. 
In these cases, the continuation of the group itself 
is not questioned, and there is no urgency to draft a 
future for the group’s development.

In groups where future expectations towards group 
development dominate the entrepreneurial vision, 
role confidence was low, meaning that role behav-
ior expectations of each member are uncertain or at 
least ambiguous (“Let’s see, maybe, we still need to 
discuss this”). In these cases, we find a strong inward 
focus: group members observed the alignment of 
their life plans, including balancing entrepreneurial 
work with leisure and family affairs. This is the basis 
on which group members drafted future expectations 
for the development of the group. These future expec-
tations appeared to be openly discussed and highly 
urgent. Some groups with low role confidence even 
explicitly express a lack of the necessary capacity to 
focus on business development and investments. For 
example, the daughter in the group Ginger Bread 
explains: “and he [father] arrived at a point when he 
didn’t know if it’s going to continue at all and when 
he didn’t invest in anything anymore. Well, and that’s 
what we feel right now.” Open questions and uncer-
tainty of the continuation of the group impede a focus 
on and investment in the future of the business. In 
other cases, as future expectations for group develop-
ment are still in the making, the future expectations 
for the business may range from waiting (keeping 

things stable) to grooming (polishing the business to 
attract successors as new members).

4.3  Group condition 2: Hierarchical congruence and 
future orientation

When zooming in on the fictional expectations for 
the business, we noticed that craft entrepreneurs 
tend towards continuing future orientations. They do 
observe the change in their field and see the neces-
sity to act upon that change, but their action plans are 
likely to continue on pathways that have already been 
taken instead of trying new directions or even chal-
lenging existing orders. In a field that draws much of 
its self-identity from craft conventions and routinized 
ways of doing things, embracing change seems a 
demanding task. For example, father in group Plumb-
ing explains that he strives to maintain his customer 
base rather than constantly recruiting new ones in the 
future “because 20 or 18 years ago, I had to win and 
convince these customers […] there is so much work 
in this, so much emotion and long nights when I woke 
up and wondered how I will do that”. Or the son and 
successor in group Oil envision moderate growth for 
their business, “but in any case and that is important 
to me I want to keep the family character, because it 
is nice to come into this house and you can feel how 
everybody belongs here [..] and I do not want this to 
be so corporate.” Remarkably, we notice that a con-
tinuing future orientation is neither specific to the 
topic discussed nor to the individual member propos-
ing the topic in the future discussion.

In the following, we will argue that the future ori-
entation depends on what we refer to as hierarchical 
(in)congruence, that is, to the relationship between 
the structural and narrative hierarchy. It is a discrep-
ancy or incongruence between structural and nar-
rative hierarchies that signals ongoing power shifts 
within the group and opens a window to express 
entrepreneurial vision with a divergent orientation.

In each case, entrepreneurial groups take on formal 
roles within one (or multiple) businesses as owners 
or managers; they may be employed in that business, 
or take on informal roles, resulting in a structural 
hierarchy. In our analysis of the organization of the 
future discourse produced by the groups, we focused 
on the discourse positions of each group member, 
independent of their formal role (see Table  A6). 
We related these positions and thereby revealed 
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narrative hierarchies, which range on a continuum 
between asymmetrical and symmetrical relations (see 
Table A7). For example, the combination of a leader 
and a follower forms a strongly asymmetrical narra-
tive hierarchy that we called “neglected,” as here one 
person dominates the discourse and others are over-
looked (Crown, Pretzel, Pancake). By contrast, in the 
combination “unisono,” which is a symmetrical nar-
rative hierarchy, all participants talk as equal partners 
(Pipe Cutter, Tooth).

In the next step, for each case, we have compared 
the structural hierarchy and the narrative hierar-
chy and related the resulting (in)congruence to the 
group’s future orientation.

As Table  2 suggests, we find that a direct trans-
lation of the structural hierarchy into the narrative 
hierarchy (= congruence) corresponds to a continu-
ing future orientation. This relationship is especially 
striking in cases with strongly asymmetrical struc-
tural hierarchies. For example, in the group Crown, 
formal power is concentrated on the founder, who 
fully owns the dental business, holds a management 
position, and is supported by his employed wife. Dur-
ing the interview, the husband takes the narrative role 
of a dominant leader, while his wife follows. Hence, 
the asymmetrical structural hierarchy corresponds to 
the asymmetrical narrative hierarchy (“neglected”). 
When discussing the expected state interventions into 
price regularities of private dental services and its 
threatening influence for the industry, the husband, as 
founder, ignores the argument of his wife and high-
lights: “I prepared the company 35 years ago for that, 
I said it from the beginning that we won’t offer pri-
vate services and take higher prices, … for me it was 

logical, and now we will benefit from that and won’t 
change that.” Similarly, we find a continuing orienta-
tion in groups where a symmetrical structural hierar-
chy is congruent with a symmetrical narrative hier-
archy. Here, groups do not reject the change of the 
business per se; they rather report future challenges 
(e.g., complete digitalization of the business) and 
highlight current obstacles (e.g., shortage of skilled 
workers) that constrain current change. For example, 
in the group Bread, the father and son share owner-
ship of the business and hold management positions. 
When drafting and narrating the imagined future for 
the venture they speak as “partners.” The father’s 
idea to build a bakery-themed amusement park on 
the company’s property, and the son’s objection that 
recruiting the necessary employees will be diffi-
cult due to a shortage of skilled workers, are equally 
heard. The result is that that the visionary idea is put 
on hold and outvoted, forming a continuing future 
orientation.

We find an especially strong divergent orientation 
in such cases, where the (asymmetrical) structural 
hierarchy does not correspond with a (asymmetri-
cal) narrative hierarchy. For example, in the groups 
Fruit Bread and Ginger Bread, the successors hold a 
low status within the asymmetrical structural hierar-
chy of the group (no shares or official management 
functions). Nonetheless, in the future discourse, they 
narrate from the position of a “newcomer” who sees 
eye to eye with the leader. Both successors openly, 
but respectfully, criticize the old ways of doing busi-
ness and suggest action plans for business change. 
Their challenging of previous business practices and 
of the structural hierarchy is not suppressed but, with 

Table 2  Congruence of 
hierarchies and future 
orientation

Case Structural hierarchy Narrative hierarchy Congruence of 
hierarchies

Future orientation

Bread Symmetric Symmetric Congruent Continuing
Pretzel Asymmetric Symmetric Incongruent Divergent
Fruit Asymmetric a/s Incongruent Divergent
Bread
Ginger Asymmetric a/s Incongruent Divergent
Bread
Tooth Symmetric Symmetric Congruent Continuing
Pontic Asymmetric Symmetric Incongruent Continuing
Dental Asymmetric a/s Incongruent Divergent
Pipe Symmetric Symmetric Congruent Continuing
Cutter
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reference to the history and idioculture of the group, 
even demanded and expected. For example, the father 
in the group Fruit Bread proudly says: “When I see 
how committed he is and what and how much he 
wants to change here, he needs to have the opportu-
nity to reform it and to create his own added value.”

4.4  Model

Our empirical analysis suggests that the group func-
tions as an important interaction arena in drafting 
and negotiating entrepreneurial visions. The group 
filters macro-level narratives on market trends and 
economic developments, but also on ways of work-
ing together, and links these to specific action plans. 
These entrepreneurial visions for the venture consist 
of four content elements, as outlined above: two sets 
of fictional expectations (for the business and the 
group) and two forms of future orientation. We pro-
pose that the specific configuration of these content 
elements is shaped by the conditions of the group. 
The following conceptual model depicts the interre-
lation between group conditions and the content of 
entrepreneurial visions (Fig. 1).

Group condition 1: Our data suggests that if role 
confidence is low, i.e., if the group is unclear about 
the division of tasks or there is ambiguity about 
group roles, then entrepreneurial groups are likely 
to draft an entrepreneurial vision with an emphasis 
on the group’s development (upper right arrow in 
the model). Consequently, regaining role confidence 
turns into an important capacity of entrepreneurial 
groups—otherwise, they will keep going round in cir-
cles. If role confidence is high or has been regained, 
the group is able to draft a future for the business 
(upper left arrow in the model).

Group condition 2: Among those who are able to 
draft a future for the business, we observe, across ages 
and generations, a strikingly high future orientation 
towards continuity. We identified hierarchical congru-
ence as a second group condition that may be able to 
explain these differences. We argue that congruence 
between both forms of hierarchies (lower left arrow in 
the model) fosters continuing future orientations. If, 
however, the structural hierarchy does not correspond 
with the narrative hierarchy, divergent future orienta-
tions (lower right arrow in the model) are observed. 
In the practice of imagining the future, the group 

condition of incongruent hierarchies seems to allow 
for and demand the voicing of change narratives.

Establishing the interrelationship between group 
conditions and the content of entrepreneurial visions 
serves as a touchstone for a much bolder argument 
supported by our empirical data: Only groups with 
role confidence and a narrative hierarchy that chal-
lenges structural hierarchy are able to imagine a new 
future for their business; otherwise, they will remain 
preoccupied with drafting a future for the group or 
the same old future for the business.

5  Discussion and conclusion

This study begins with the premise that entrepre-
neurs form an entrepreneurial vision to reduce uncer-
tainty in their venturing activities (Alvarez & Barney, 
2007; McMullen & Shepherd, 2006; Wood et  al., 
2021). The propositions advanced in this paper take 
an important step towards understanding where this 
entrepreneurial vision comes from. We point to entre-
preneurial groups as interaction arenas for imagining 
the future, in which the content of entrepreneurial 
visions is shaped. Overall, we agree with Harrington 
and Fine (2006) that entrepreneurial groups are an 
underlying yet important pacemaker of economic 
dynamics.

Our study enriches current research on the con-
tent of entrepreneurial visions by providing a 
fundamental categorization of content elements. 
While previous research has aimed at differentiat-
ing entrepreneurial visions with regard to organi-
zational development and by their degree of inno-
vativeness (e.g., Kammerlander et  al., 2016; Preller 
et  al., 2020; Ruvio et  al., 2010), we unveil content 
elements of entrepreneurial visions that operate on 
a more fundamental level. Our categorization sug-
gests that aside from drafting fictional expectations 
for the business, there is a second layer of imagin-
ing the future (Andersson 2017; Preller et al., 2020) 
and a second set of fictional expectations that circu-
late around the future of a group, including its own 
distinct cluster of references to macrolevel narratives 
and action plans. We thereby challenge the assump-
tion that entrepreneurial visions are centered around 
the development of an organization (Beckert, 2021; 
Gartner et al., 1994; Garud et al., 2014). As such, our 
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categorization of content elements of entrepreneur-
ial visions, as well as our presented model, widens 
the perspective of what an entrepreneurial vision is, 
should, and can entail.

Our presented model interlinks group conditions 
and the content of entrepreneurial visions. This con-
ceptual link marks an important milestone for an 
understanding of where entrepreneurial visions come 
from that moves beyond a personal view of entrepre-
neurial visions as mental images (Preller et al., 2020; 
Wood et  al., 2021) and acknowledges that entrepre-
neurial visions are formed in a group political pro-
cess. We argue, for one, that lacking role confidence 
in entrepreneurial groups can impede thinking about 
the future of the business, as the group is preoc-
cupied with its personal relationships and needs to 
regain confidence in each member’s role (Fine, 2012; 

Harrington & Fine, 2006; Schäfers, 1999). By draft-
ing future expectations for the group, the group stabi-
lizes a purpose for its “we,” thereby reducing uncer-
tainty on a group level and regaining role confidence. 
Consequently, regaining role confidence turns into an 
important capacity of entrepreneurial groups. Role 
confidence helps groups accept, use, and overcome 
discrepancies about the business’s future and related 
uncertainty; it also serves as a linchpin for group 
members’ motivation to be part of the collective 
endeavor and assures fundamental trust in the contin-
uation of the collective venture (Harrington & Fine, 
2006). Additionally, we argue that narrative hierar-
chies that challenge structural hierarchies can open a 
window for embracing actions towards change. As a 
practice theoretical approach cautions us, a structural 
hierarchy may be translated into a narrative hierarchy, 

Sets of  fic�onal expecta�ons

Future orienta�on
(for business)

Condi�on 2: Hierarchical congruence

Business Group 

lowhigh

divergent con�nuing

incongruent congruent

Entrepreneurial Vision (Content)

Group as
Interac�on 
Arena

Condi�on 1: Role confidence

regain

Fig. 1  Modeling the relation between the content of entrepreneurial visions and group conditions
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but the formal power relations must not match the 
group’s informality (Fine, 2012). In this case, diver-
gent future orientations are observed. In the practice 
of imagining the future, the group condition of incon-
gruent hierarchies seems to allow for and demand 
the voicing of change narratives. These change nar-
ratives not only challenge business practices but also 
function as means in the ongoing status and position 
negotiations within the group (Fine, 2012). In other 
words, voicing a divergent future orientation can be 
interpreted as an act of proving oneself and challeng-
ing group structures. This link between hierarchical 
congruence and future orientation reminds us that 
to be enacted, fictional expectations with a divergent 
future orientation must be heard and accepted within 
the group—otherwise, they will remain “ineffective 
dreams” (Beckert, 2016).

These insights stand on a theoretically enriched 
understanding of entrepreneurial visions that deliber-
ately connects imagining the future to the discourses 
on entrepreneurship as practice, entrepreneurial 
visions, and entrepreneurial groups. The gener-
ated findings now reflect back into these different 
discourses, which are likely to be impacted by our 
theorizing.

First, we connect to an EaP perspective by estab-
lishing imagining the future as an important practice 
in venturing. From this perspective, we can show 
how an entrepreneurial vision is socially constructed 
in this practice (Gartner et  al., 2016; Gross et  al., 
2014; Thompson et  al., 2020). We adopt a method 
that adheres to a practice approach and allows us to 
study imagining the future in situ (Chalmers & Shaw, 
2017). Our findings contribute to an EaP perspective 
by highlighting the structuring power of entrepreneur-
ial groups as a particular contextual factor in imag-
ining the future (Thompson et  al., 2020). Following 
Clerq and Voronov (2009), we argue that imagining 
that future is a “socially embedded process connected 
to entrepreneurs’ positions in structures of power 
relations” (p. 395) and point to the specific character 
of groups in which this positioning occurs. In contrast 
to existing EaP approaches that strongly emphasize 
the performance of activities during venturing (e.g., 
Johannisson, 2011; Steyaert, 2007), we call attention 
to the ostensive dimensions of practice (Feldman & 
Pentland, 2003) and how the group structure is key to 
understanding “imagining the future” and its drafted 
entrepreneurial vision.

Second, we contribute to the discourse on entre-
preneurial visions by connecting to the complex 
sociological theory of imagined futures (Beckert, 
2013, 2016). This is in contrast to current approaches 
to entrepreneurial visions that start at the individual 
level (Brush, 2008; O’Connell et  al. 2011; Miller & 
Le Breton-Miller, 2017). Importantly for the ques-
tion of where do entrepreneurial visions come from 
is that the theory of imagined futures elevates the idea 
of “externalization” (Wood et  al., 2021) to a more 
complex understanding of “politics of expectations” 
(Beckert, 2016). We indicate that entrepreneurial 
visions are constructed in entrepreneurial groups, 
but not in isolation, and show strong referencing to 
macrolevel narratives available in market, industry, 
and societal discourses (Beckert, 2016; Fine, 2012). 
In drafting and narrating their entrepreneurial vision, 
entrepreneurs rely on their own experience, but even 
more importantly on what they hear in the news, in 
industry associations, and from colleagues, friends, 
and trusted advisors (Harrington & Strike, 2018; 
Strike & Rerup, 2016; Welter et al., 2016). We illus-
trate how ideas about an entrepreneurial vision are 
vetted within the entrepreneurial group: proposi-
tions are formulated, elaborated upon, and critiqued, 
and conclusions are drawn within the circle of group 
members. In the practice of imagining the future, 
power dynamics are enacted (Fine, 2012; Wohlrab-
Sahr, 2018). The right to speak, counter, conclude, 
etc., shapes narrative roles and forms narrative hier-
archies. These observations suggest that not all ideas 
can be heard and have equal weight within groups. 
Hence, we emphasize the group political aspects of 
imagining the future as a relevant element in under-
standing where entrepreneurial visions come from.

Third, our study contributes to current research 
on entrepreneurial teams and groups (Ben-Hafaïedh, 
2017; Klotz et  al., 2014; Preller et  al., 2020). For 
one, this study advances and applies a small group 
approach to entrepreneurial activity. Using small 
groups rather than teams as unit of analysis ech-
oes Harper’s (2008) call to fully grasp the collec-
tive engagement in venturing activities rather than 
restricting it to those formally involved in the emerg-
ing and maintained business. By interviewing small 
groups rather than teams, the importance of informal 
group membership in narrative discourse about the 
future became evident. Without this broader con-
cept, a discovery of hierarchical congruence as group 
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condition shaping the content of an entrepreneurial 
vision would not have been possible. The integrative 
approach of entrepreneurial groups indicates a fruit-
ful direction for further conceptual development in 
entrepreneurship research that could, for example, 
examine role assignment, power relations, or idiocul-
ture. For another, our study draws attention to unfold-
ing group dynamics in  situ and thus sheds light on 
the mediating effects of groups. Klotz et  al. (2014) 
suggest that team processes and emergent team states 
mediate between the input and output of entrepre-
neurial teams, and call for more research on the inter-
dependence of such mediating factors. Our study both 
enrich an understanding of imagining the future as a 
particular group process and suggests role confidence 
and hierarchical congruence to be relevant emergent 
states. Our propositions offer a conceptualization 
of the interrelation between both. In this sense, our 
study explores intermediary mechanisms that foster 
a more precise understanding of how entrepreneurial 
groups can be effective.

As with all qualitative research, our findings are 
limited in their generalizability. Future research 
should test the proposed relationships between group 
conditions and content elements of entrepreneurial 
visions in a larger sample, including a range of sec-
tors. The presented findings offer important directions 
to operationalize the content elements of entrepre-
neurial visions, as well as role confidence and hier-
archical congruence. The development and testing of 
an adequate scale to measure both group conditions 
seem promising next steps. Although conducted in 
an everyday entrepreneurial context, our findings 
may also inspire research on new venture teams, 
given that these teams are in the midst of establish-
ing their group’s role confidence and structures (Katz, 
1993). As indicated above, the utilized theoretical 
framework and presented propositions also allow for 
future research that engages in a theoretical advance-
ment of a practice-based small group approach in 
entrepreneurship.

Beyond academia, our findings on the link between 
group conditions and the content of entrepreneurial 
visions have implications for strategic management 
in established ventures. In order to engage in a stra-
tegic drafting of future plans for their business, entre-
preneurial groups need to have role confidence and 
incongruent hierarchies. Consequently, we suggest 
that an initial analysis of group conditions—both in  

strategic management consultancy as well as in the 
self-reflection of entrepreneurial groups—may be 
helpful in assessing whether a group is at all recep-
tive to drafting and narrating fictional expectations 
for their venture. As such, our categorization of the 
content of imagined futures can serve as a litmus test 
on the capacity of entrepreneurial groups to engage 
in drafting an innovative entrepreneurial vision for a 
business.
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